Okra has developed a unique hardware + software solution that enables houses to be connected into full modular, plug-and-play and decentralised DC smart microgrids. They combine the flexibility of solar home systems with the power availability of fully fledged mini-grids. Now, energy utilities can electrify “last mile” off-grid communities around the world. With mobile payments, live alerting and autonomous power distribution, ensuring 24/7 electricity access for those who need it most has never been so easy.

#PowerToThePeople

**EMPOWERING PEOPLE THROUGH ENERGY ACCESS**

10,000 users to be energised in 2020

100% of beneficiaries reporting higher income

5x cheaper than traditional AC microgrids

LOUIS JOLIVET
Business Development & Operations
louis@okrasolar
www. me-sol-share.com

Seeking $500k project financing
Seeking $1.5m investment
DC appliance suppliers

ASIA CLEAN ENERGY FORUM 2019
Dim Sum with Entrepreneurs